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Promuovere la sinergia
tra i mondi della ricerca,

delle aziende 
e delle professioni

Continua la pubblicazione della sezione dedicata ad articoli con contenuti tec-
nico-scientifi ci presentati secondo gli standard internazionali, fortemente voluta 
dal Comitato Scientifi co che crede nella sinergia tra mondo della ricerca, mondo 
delle aziende e mondo della professione: la ricerca mette a disposizione delle 
aziende e dei professionisti strumenti utili per lo sviluppo delle loro attività e da 
loro riceve continui stimoli. In questo senso, il Comitato Scientifi co ritiene indi-
spensabile che gli articoli presentati in questa sezione siano contemporanea-
mente caratterizzati da rigore scientifi co e utili a tutti i lettori di AiCARR Journal.

Questo numero, il primo secondo la presente direzione scientifi ca, è caratte-
rizzato da interessanti lavori su temi attuali, due dei quali in lingua inglese.

Il primo contributo riguarda la climatizzazione di ambienti industriali, in par-
ticolare il riscaldamento invernale, operato per mezzo di sistemi radianti ali-
mentati da generatori di calore a condensazione; i risultati dimostrano come 
i risparmi rispetto ai tradizionali sistemi di riscaldamento ad aria calda siano 
ragguardevoli e meritino grande considerazione.

Il secondo è un contributo originale basato sulla fl uidodinamica computazionale 
relativo all’ottimizzazione del sistema di riscaldamento di una serra (involucro 
insolito rispetto agli edifi ci tradizionali) tramite pompa di calore geotermica. I 
risultati dimostrano le grandi potenzialità dell’utilizzo della simulazione nume-
rica in applicazione a situazioni non convenzionali.

Il terzo e ultimo contributo riguarda un interessantissimo confronto tra il com-
portamento reale e la previsione secondo simulazione delle prestazioni energe-
tiche di un edifi cio ad energia quasi zero. I risultati costituiscono un’importante 
spunto di rifl essione sul ruolo degli occupanti e del loro comportamento, e di 
come questo debba essere tenuto in debito conto nella fase di progettazione 
dell’involucro e dell’impianto, in previsione delle prestazioni reali che il sistema 
registrerà in futuro.

Il Comitato Scientifi co ringrazia gli Autori.
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Sommario

L’ambiente industriale è caratterizzato da grandi dimensioni del 
volume climatizzato rispetto al volume occupato, a causa delle 
elevate dimensioni in pianta e altezze. Si tratta di ambienti che di 
solito presentano il solo riscaldamento invernale. I sistemi di riscal-
damento radianti sono particolarmente adatti a questo tipo di 
ambienti, ma sono molto utilizzati anche i sistemi di riscaldamento 
ad aria. Scopo di questo lavoro è, attraverso la simulazione dina-
mica di un edifi cio industriale reale e del relativo impianto, valu-
tare le prestazioni energetiche in riscaldamento di un innovativo 
impianto a nastri radianti a condensazione, a confronto con due 
soluzioni basate su generatori di aria calda a basamento e pavi-
mento radiante accoppiato con caldaia a condensazione. Viene 
svolto anche un confronto basato sulle condizioni di comfort interne.
Parole chiave:
ԥ Sistema radiante
ԥ Unità di condensazione
ԥ Riscaldamento industriale
ԥ E!  cienza energetica
ԥ Aerotermo

Abstract

Industrial buildings are characterized by large dimension of the 
air-conditioned volume with respect to the occupied volume. 
This is mainly due to great heights and areas. Usually, industrial 
buildings are heated only. Radiant heating systems are particu-
larly suitable for this kind of buildings, furthermore air systems 
are largely used as well. This paper reports on the dynamic simu-
lation of a real industrial building coupled with an innovative 
condensing radiant heating system. A Trnsys type is modifi ed 
in order to simulate the behavior of the high temperature con-
densing system. Energy performance is compared to that of two 
more traditional plants such as warm air heater and low tempe-
rature radiant fl oor coupled to condensing boiler. A comparison 
from the indoor thermal comfort point of view is reported as well.
Keywords:
ԥ Radiant system
ԥ Condensing unit
ԥ Industrial heating
ԥ Energy e!  ciency
ԥ Air heater
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Introduction
Traditional heating, ventilation and air conditioning (HVAC) plants 

are not commonly used in industrial buildings. These have di$ erent 
characteristics with respect to residential or commercial ones, such 
as higher heights (till more than % m), the presence of equipment 
on the walls or ceiling (bridge cranes, pipes and tubes, etc.), very big 
doors often opened, very large fl oor surfaces with di$ erent kind of 
occupation by workers, usually scarce thermal insulation, and di$ e-
rent comfort condition requests (Lazzarin, "&&"). For such reasons, two 
main types of heating systems are largely di$ used for industrial hea-
ting: air heater systems and radiant systems. The former are installed 
in the form of ground or wall-mounted air heaters fueled by natural 
gas, wall-mounted air heaters supplied by hot water, and controlled 
mechanical ventilation plants (Lazzarin, "&&").

Radiant systems are characterized by the temperature of the radiant 
surface. Concerning the high temperature ones, many solutions are 
on the market since many years: modular systems equipped with 
small gas burners (radiant tubes), panels heated by steam or pressu-
rized water, electrical radiant systems (Brunello et al., "&&') (De Carli 
and Polito, "&'&). The advantages of high temperature radiant systems 
are related to their main heat transfer mode (i.e. radiation), so to the 
possibility of reducing the air temperature required for comfort con-
ditions and addressing the heat fl ux towards the zone of interest. As 
a matter of fact, work is still needed on the design of these systems 
and on evaluating the energy performance and comfort conditions 
(Brunello et al., "&&") (D’Ambrosio Alfano, "&'&).

Heating fl oor systems fi nd some utilization also in industrial buil-
dings, even if their application is not considered advisable (Lazzarin, 
"&&"). The fact is that the heating fl oor is usually built up before the 
fi nal plant lay out is known. Consequently, wide areas of the fl oor 
might result covered by machineries with modest heating ability. 
Another possibility is that warehouses are uselessly heated.

More recently, an innovative condensing radiant tubes (CRT) system 
is available on the market. In this system, the exhaust from the tubes 
is coupled to a condensing heat exchanger to produce hot water 
that feeds a wall-mounted air heater, thus enhancing the thermal 
e!  ciency of the radiant tubes. In this paper, energy performance 
and comfort conditions featured by such a system applied in a real 
industrial building located in the North-West of Italy are evaluated 
by means of dynamic simulations by using Trnsys rel. '( software. The 
study is carried on fi rstly by simulating a typical industrial building in 
order to calculate the annual heating load. Successively, the innova-
tive condensing radiant tubes system is modelled, and energy perfor-
mance and indoor thermal comfort conditions are evaluated. Finally, 
two alternative heating systems are studied as benchmark: an air hea-
ter based system (Air), and a radiant fl oor coupled to a condensing 
boiler plant (condensing radiant fl oor, CRF). As a variety of real situa-
tions are present, the thermal e!  ciency of generators is considered 
varying in suitable ranges in order to take into account both modern 
and old plants for both Air and CRF system.

Methods

Building modelling
The industrial building (type of use E.% by the Italian decree DPR 

)'"/*+) is located in the province of Cuneo (North-West of Italy), lati-
tude ))°+,' N, altitude )&) m a.s.l., "%') degree days (climatic zone 
E). The heating period is from '#th September till +&th April. The ther-
mal trasmittances expressed in Wm-.K-/ are: &.+%* for external wall, 

&.'"% for fl oor facing ground, ).&%, for ceiling, &."&% for ceiling shed, 
#.& for windows.

The building is divided into two thermal zones whose main cha-
racteristics are reported in Table '. The heating plant is supposed to 
be in operation from ,.&& am till ,.&& pm with an air infi ltration of 
&.# vol h-/, whereas the presence of people (degree of activity and 
clothing: )& persons in zone ', % persons in zone ", " met, ' clo) and 
lighting scheduling (heating gain fi xed at # Wm-.) are fi xed from %.&& 
am till ,.&& pm.

Ta ble ! – Thermal zones of the building
Tabella ! – Zone termiche dell’edi" cio

Thermal zone ! Thermal zone "

Floor area (m#) $!!% $!&.'

Net height (m) (.") (.""

Indoor air temp. (°C) !( !(

Net volume (m*) '(&&% '((&."

The dynamic simulation of the building with a &."# h time step 
allows to calculate the heating loads (Figure '). The thermal power of 
the heating generators is limited to '#&& kW and '&& kW for thermal 
zone ' and " respectively, as to be consistent with the installed power 
in the real building by the condensing radiant tubes’ manufacturer.

F igure ! – Heating loads for the two thermal zones (sensible 
and due to infi ltration of outdoor air)
Figura ! – Carichi termici di riscaldamento (sensibile e dovuto alle in" ltrazioni d’aria 
esterna) delle due zone termiche

Modelling of the CRT, Air and CRF systems
CRT are set up by a radiant tubes system coupled to a condensing 

heat exchanger that recovers the condensing heat of the exhaust to 
produce hot water (at around #& °C) by means a wall-mounted air hea-
ter. An exhaust tab controls the combustion air fl ow rate by recircula-
ting part of the exhaust (Grec) to keep the air excess at the minimum 
value at part load operation (i.e. when natural gas fuel is regulated 
by a proportional valve, Figure ").

The Trnsys types ,&( and ,#* have been modifi ed in order to 
simulate the behavior of the high temperature radiant tube system, 
considering both the radiative and the convective heat exchanges. 
Moreover, suitable ba0  es applied in the upper part are considered 
in order to reduce convection and consequent thermal stratifi ca-
tion. The CRT burner turns on at maximum power in order to get the 
maximum exhaust temperature. As indoor air temperature approa-
ches the set-point, thermal power by the CRT burner is modulated 
by controlling the natural gas proportional valve in order to have the 
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suitable fuel mass fl ow rate (Gfuel) to produce the heating load reque-
sted at that time step (Pheat_load):

 Pheat_loadGfuel = —� �(1) 1th,HHV · HHVNG

In Eq. ', 1th,HHV is the system’s thermal e!  ciency based on the high 
heating value of natural gas (HHV = +* MJ Sm-2) (Figure +). The fuel 
modulation decreases the exhaust temperature, and the exhaust 
tab is regulated in order to have the correct minimum air excess in 
the burner (Figure +).

Figure  " – Control logic of the natural gas proportional valve 
(purple) and the exhaust tab (green). Grec is expressed in terms 
of fraction of the radiant tubes return fl ow (Gret in Figure !). 
Thermal e"  ciency (on HHV) vs modulation is reported as well 
(orange). In the simulations the hypotheses are Tmin = #$ °C, Tavg 

= #$.% °C, Tmax = #& °C
Figura # – Logica di controllo della valvola proporzionale gas (viola) e della serranda 
fumi (verde). Grec è espressa come frazione della portata di ritorno del nastro radiante 
(Gret di Figura $). Viene riportato anche il valore dell’e%  cienza termica (rispetto il PCS) 
in funzione del grado di modulazione (arancione). Nelle simulazioni le ipotesi sono: 
Tmin = !&'°C, Tavg = !&,('°C, Tmax = !)'°C

To evaluate the energy and thermal comfort performance of 
the CRT system, two alternative heating systems are considered as 
benchmark. A fi rst solution is a radiant fl oor coupled to a conden-
sing boiler plant (condensing radiant fl oor, CRF), the hypotheses con-
sidered are:
• distance between tubes &.+ m, outer diameter and thickness of 

tubes &.&" m and &.&&" m;
• radiant fl oor water fl ow rate +& kg h-/ m-.;
• nominal thermal power of the condensing boiler ',&& kW (equal 

to the CRT case);
• supply water temperature variable as function of outdoor air 

temperature;

• thermal e!  ciency variable as function of the burner modulation 
(Figure )a). As previously stated, thermal e!  ciency is considered 
varying in di$ erent ranges to take into account a more recent gene-
rator (&.*& 3 1th,HHV 3 &.*,) or an older one (&.%( 3 1th,HHV 3 &.*+);

The second benchmark system is a ground air heater system (Air), 
the hypotheses considered in this case are:
• total nominal thermal power of the ground air heater installed ',&& kW;
• supply air temperature variable as a function of outdoor air temperature;
• thermal e!  ciency and air fl ow rate variable as a function of the 

indoor air temperature as reported in Figure )b (" vol h-' is conside-
red the minimum value useful to keep suitable uniformity of indoor 
air temperature). Again, thermal e!  ciency is considered varying in 
di$ erent ranges: &.%& 3 1th,HHV 3 &.%) for a more recent generator 
case, and &.(& 3 1th,HHV 3 &.(" for an older one.

(a)

(b)

Figu re # – (a) Condensing radiant fl oor system: thermal e"  -
ciency of the condensing boiler (on HHV) ('max is equal to (.)* 
or (.)+, 'min is equal to (.)( or (.&$, Modmin is equal to (.#( or 
(.+( for modern and old generator respectively); (b) Air hea-
ter system: thermal e"  ciency (on HHV, purple) and supply air 
fl ow rate (green, in vol h,-) ('max is equal to (.&. or (.$!, 'min is 
equal to (.&( or (.$( for modern and old generator respecti-
vely). In the simulations the hypotheses are Tmin = #$ °C, Tavg = 
#$.% °C, Tmax = #& °C
Figura * – (a) Sistema con pavimento radiante e caldaia a condensazione: e%  cienza 
termica della caldaia (rispetto il PCS) (+max è uguale a ,,-. o ,,-#, +min è uguale a ,,-, 
o ,,)&, Modmin è uguale a ,,!, o ,,#, per un generatore rispettivamente di moderna 
o vecchia tecnologia); (b) Sistema con generatore di aria calda a basamento: e%  -
cienza termica della generatore (rispetto il PCS, viola) e portata di immissione (verde, 
in vol'h/0) (+max è uguale a ,,)* o ,,&$, +min è uguale a ,,), o ,,&, per un generatore 
rispettivamente di moderna o vecchia tecnologia). Nelle simulazioni le ipotesi sono: 
Tmin = !&'°C, Tavg = !&,('°C, Tmax = !)'°C

Results and discussion

Energy performance analysis
The monthly energy performance of the three heating systems are 

reported in Figure # as primary energy consumption in specifi c terms 

Figu re $ – Mass fl ow balance for the condensing radiant tube
Figura $ – Bilancio di portata di massa per il nastro radiante a condensazione
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heat exchanger that recovers the condensing heat of the exhaust to 
produce hot water (at around #& °C) by means a wall-mounted air hea-
ter. An exhaust tab controls the combustion air fl ow rate by recircula-
ting part of the exhaust (Grec) to keep the air excess at the minimum 
value at part load operation (i.e. when natural gas fuel is regulated 
by a proportional valve, Figure ").

The Trnsys types ,&( and ,#* have been modifi ed in order to 
simulate the behavior of the high temperature radiant tube system, 
considering both the radiative and the convective heat exchanges. 
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suitable fuel mass fl ow rate (Gfuel) to produce the heating load reque-
sted at that time step (Pheat_load):

 Pheat_loadGfuel = —� �(1) 1th,HHV · HHVNG

In Eq. ', 1th,HHV is the system’s thermal e!  ciency based on the high 
heating value of natural gas (HHV = +* MJ Sm-2) (Figure +). The fuel 
modulation decreases the exhaust temperature, and the exhaust 
tab is regulated in order to have the correct minimum air excess in 
the burner (Figure +).

Figure  " – Control logic of the natural gas proportional valve 
(purple) and the exhaust tab (green). Grec is expressed in terms 
of fraction of the radiant tubes return fl ow (Gret in Figure !). 
Thermal e"  ciency (on HHV) vs modulation is reported as well 
(orange). In the simulations the hypotheses are Tmin = #$ °C, Tavg 

= #$.% °C, Tmax = #& °C
Figura # – Logica di controllo della valvola proporzionale gas (viola) e della serranda 
fumi (verde). Grec è espressa come frazione della portata di ritorno del nastro radiante 
(Gret di Figura $). Viene riportato anche il valore dell’e%  cienza termica (rispetto il PCS) 
in funzione del grado di modulazione (arancione). Nelle simulazioni le ipotesi sono: 
Tmin = !&'°C, Tavg = !&,('°C, Tmax = !)'°C
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indoor air temperature as reported in Figure )b (" vol h-' is conside-
red the minimum value useful to keep suitable uniformity of indoor 
air temperature). Again, thermal e!  ciency is considered varying in 
di$ erent ranges: &.%& 3 1th,HHV 3 &.%) for a more recent generator 
case, and &.(& 3 1th,HHV 3 &.(" for an older one.
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Figu re # – (a) Condensing radiant fl oor system: thermal e"  -
ciency of the condensing boiler (on HHV) ('max is equal to (.)* 
or (.)+, 'min is equal to (.)( or (.&$, Modmin is equal to (.#( or 
(.+( for modern and old generator respectively); (b) Air hea-
ter system: thermal e"  ciency (on HHV, purple) and supply air 
fl ow rate (green, in vol h,-) ('max is equal to (.&. or (.$!, 'min is 
equal to (.&( or (.$( for modern and old generator respecti-
vely). In the simulations the hypotheses are Tmin = #$ °C, Tavg = 
#$.% °C, Tmax = #& °C
Figura * – (a) Sistema con pavimento radiante e caldaia a condensazione: e%  cienza 
termica della caldaia (rispetto il PCS) (+max è uguale a ,,-. o ,,-#, +min è uguale a ,,-, 
o ,,)&, Modmin è uguale a ,,!, o ,,#, per un generatore rispettivamente di moderna 
o vecchia tecnologia); (b) Sistema con generatore di aria calda a basamento: e%  -
cienza termica della generatore (rispetto il PCS, viola) e portata di immissione (verde, 
in vol'h/0) (+max è uguale a ,,)* o ,,&$, +min è uguale a ,,), o ,,&, per un generatore 
rispettivamente di moderna o vecchia tecnologia). Nelle simulazioni le ipotesi sono: 
Tmin = !&'°C, Tavg = !&,('°C, Tmax = !)'°C

Results and discussion

Energy performance analysis
The monthly energy performance of the three heating systems are 

reported in Figure # as primary energy consumption in specifi c terms 

Figu re $ – Mass fl ow balance for the condensing radiant tube
Figura $ – Bilancio di portata di massa per il nastro radiante a condensazione
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(per square meter of fl oor area), and as mean monthly thermal e!  -
ciency based on HHV of natural gas. As a matter of fact, the Air system 
features the worst performance in terms of primary energy consu-
med, even if considering the modern generator case. The savings allo-
wed by the “condensing solutions” (CRT and CRF) are greater during 
mild months (from April to October) in relative terms, as the greater 
distances between their e!  ciencies and the Air systems e!  ciencies 
occur during the period with the lowest heating demand. This is due 
to the positive characteristic of the condensing heaters to increase 
their e!  ciency when operating at partial conditions.

Figu  re % – Specifi c primary energy consumption and thermal 
e"  ciency for the di/ erent heating systems
Figura ( – Consumo speci" co di energia primaria ed e%  cienza termica per i diversi 
sistemi di riscaldamento

Figure # reveals also that the CRT features lower energy consumption 
with respect to CRF during the coldest months (from December to 
February, when the heating needs are the greatest), whereas energy 
performance of the two systems are quite similar during milder months. 
Obviously, the advantage of the CRT plant is greater when compa-
red with CRF with older boiler.

Figure , reports the annual value of the specifi c primary energy 
consumption of the di$ erent solutions. The innovative condensing 
radiant tubes system features the best energy performance, allowing 
a very high primary energy saving (till more than +&%) with respect 
to the Air system, and a signifi cantly higher energy saving (till more 
than (%) with respect to the CRF one.

Figur e & – Annual values of the specifi c primary energy con-
sumption. Primary energy saving of CRT with respect to the 
benchmark technologies is reported as well
Figura . – Valori annuali del consumo speci" co di energia primaria. Viene riportato 
anche il risparmio di energia primaria del CRT rispetto alle tecnologie di confronto

Indoor thermal comfort analysis
CRT allows view factors around one between the heating tubes and 

persons on the fl oor, whereas the presence of production equipment 
and appliances on the fl oor can reduce the useful area for the heat 
exchange in the case of CRF system. Therefore, it is worth to com-
pare the heating systems from the indoor thermal comfort condi-
tions point of view as well.

Such an analysis is carried out on two consecutive days of the hea-
ting period (e.g. ")th – "#th January), the former with a lower solar radia-
tion and outdoor air temperature than the latter. Figure ( reports the 
indoor air temperature and operative temperature for thermal zone ' 
for the CRT and Air systems. For the CRF system, Figure % reports the 
same fi gures comparing the theoretical case (the whole fl oor area 
is available for the heat exchange) with a more realistic case ((&% of 
the fl oor is available).

(a)

(b)

Figure '   – Indoor air temperature (TAIR) and operative tempera-
ture (TOP) for thermal zone #: (a) CRT system; (b) air heater system
Figura & – Temperatura dell’aria interna (TAIR) e temperatura operativa (TOP) per la 
zona termica !: (a) Sistema CRT; (b) Sistema con generatore di aria calda a basamento

Even if all the heating systems allow a predicted mean vote between 
& and &.) during the occupation time (that is satisfactory thermal 
comfort conditions useful to classify the indoor environment in class B 
based on ISO ((+& standard), the operative temperature (continuous 
orange line) for the CRT plant remains more constant and more similar 
to the air temperature (blue dotted lines) during the day with respect 
to the CRF and, above all, to the Air system.

Moreover, the CRT plant allows a greater swiftness of reaching the 
set-point value at the start of operation (at ,.&& am). As a matter of 
fact, the CRF system features a lower control capacity of the opera-
tive temperature with respect to CRT solution (above all during the 
second day when the greater solar radiation thermal gains can disturb 
the control), and a lower decay of air temperature during the night. 
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This is due to the greater thermal inertia of the condensing radiant 
fl oor system. Such a characteristic is even more stressed in case of 
partial unavailability of the fl oor area due to occupation by produc-
tion equipment and when warehouse areas are uselessly heated: in 
Figure %b there is an increasing di!  culty to guarantee the indoor 
thermal comfort condition during the start-up of the plant, and the 
set-point values are reached with a delay of about two hours with 
respect to Figure %a. This is also the main cause of the greater pri-
mary energy consumption of the CRF plant as previously described, 
as the condensing boiler has to operate at nominal power for longer.

Conclusions
The comparison of energy performance of three heating systems 

for an industrial building located in a severe climatic conditions 
resort allows to fi nd a very interesting primary energy saving of 
the innovative condensing radiant tubes system up to +&% with 
respect to a traditional air heater system. Compared to a radiant 
fl oor coupled to a condensing boiler, the energy saving is lower but 
not negligible. Moreover, radiant fl oor performance in an industrial 
arrangement is strongly bound on the e$ ective available radiant 
area, as large fraction of the fl oor could be occupied by production 

machinery. In terms of thermal comfort conditions, the condensing 
radiant tubes allow a better performance as the operative tempe-
rature remains more constant and more similar to the air tempera-
ture during the day with respect to the CRF and, above all, to the 
Air system. Furthermore, a quicker reaching of the set-point tem-
perature is allowed by the CRT system at the morning start-up of 
the plant. This make the radiant tubes system a competitive solu-
tion for the heating of industrial buildings both from energy per-
formance and indoor thermal comfort conditions.
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ret return

sup supply

th thermal
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Figure (  – Indoor air temperature (TAIR) and operative tempe-
rature (TOP) for thermal zone #: (a) CRF system with radiant area 
equal to the available fl oor area; (b) with $(% radiant area
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(per square meter of fl oor area), and as mean monthly thermal e!  -
ciency based on HHV of natural gas. As a matter of fact, the Air system 
features the worst performance in terms of primary energy consu-
med, even if considering the modern generator case. The savings allo-
wed by the “condensing solutions” (CRT and CRF) are greater during 
mild months (from April to October) in relative terms, as the greater 
distances between their e!  ciencies and the Air systems e!  ciencies 
occur during the period with the lowest heating demand. This is due 
to the positive characteristic of the condensing heaters to increase 
their e!  ciency when operating at partial conditions.

Figu  re % – Specifi c primary energy consumption and thermal 
e"  ciency for the di/ erent heating systems
Figura ( – Consumo speci" co di energia primaria ed e%  cienza termica per i diversi 
sistemi di riscaldamento

Figure # reveals also that the CRT features lower energy consumption 
with respect to CRF during the coldest months (from December to 
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anche il risparmio di energia primaria del CRT rispetto alle tecnologie di confronto
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persons on the fl oor, whereas the presence of production equipment 
and appliances on the fl oor can reduce the useful area for the heat 
exchange in the case of CRF system. Therefore, it is worth to com-
pare the heating systems from the indoor thermal comfort condi-
tions point of view as well.

Such an analysis is carried out on two consecutive days of the hea-
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tion and outdoor air temperature than the latter. Figure ( reports the 
indoor air temperature and operative temperature for thermal zone ' 
for the CRT and Air systems. For the CRF system, Figure % reports the 
same fi gures comparing the theoretical case (the whole fl oor area 
is available for the heat exchange) with a more realistic case ((&% of 
the fl oor is available).
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Figure '   – Indoor air temperature (TAIR) and operative tempera-
ture (TOP) for thermal zone #: (a) CRT system; (b) air heater system
Figura & – Temperatura dell’aria interna (TAIR) e temperatura operativa (TOP) per la 
zona termica !: (a) Sistema CRT; (b) Sistema con generatore di aria calda a basamento

Even if all the heating systems allow a predicted mean vote between 
& and &.) during the occupation time (that is satisfactory thermal 
comfort conditions useful to classify the indoor environment in class B 
based on ISO ((+& standard), the operative temperature (continuous 
orange line) for the CRT plant remains more constant and more similar 
to the air temperature (blue dotted lines) during the day with respect 
to the CRF and, above all, to the Air system.

Moreover, the CRT plant allows a greater swiftness of reaching the 
set-point value at the start of operation (at ,.&& am). As a matter of 
fact, the CRF system features a lower control capacity of the opera-
tive temperature with respect to CRT solution (above all during the 
second day when the greater solar radiation thermal gains can disturb 
the control), and a lower decay of air temperature during the night. 
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This is due to the greater thermal inertia of the condensing radiant 
fl oor system. Such a characteristic is even more stressed in case of 
partial unavailability of the fl oor area due to occupation by produc-
tion equipment and when warehouse areas are uselessly heated: in 
Figure %b there is an increasing di!  culty to guarantee the indoor 
thermal comfort condition during the start-up of the plant, and the 
set-point values are reached with a delay of about two hours with 
respect to Figure %a. This is also the main cause of the greater pri-
mary energy consumption of the CRF plant as previously described, 
as the condensing boiler has to operate at nominal power for longer.

Conclusions
The comparison of energy performance of three heating systems 

for an industrial building located in a severe climatic conditions 
resort allows to fi nd a very interesting primary energy saving of 
the innovative condensing radiant tubes system up to +&% with 
respect to a traditional air heater system. Compared to a radiant 
fl oor coupled to a condensing boiler, the energy saving is lower but 
not negligible. Moreover, radiant fl oor performance in an industrial 
arrangement is strongly bound on the e$ ective available radiant 
area, as large fraction of the fl oor could be occupied by production 

machinery. In terms of thermal comfort conditions, the condensing 
radiant tubes allow a better performance as the operative tempe-
rature remains more constant and more similar to the air tempera-
ture during the day with respect to the CRF and, above all, to the 
Air system. Furthermore, a quicker reaching of the set-point tem-
perature is allowed by the CRT system at the morning start-up of 
the plant. This make the radiant tubes system a competitive solu-
tion for the heating of industrial buildings both from energy per-
formance and indoor thermal comfort conditions.
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Figure (  – Indoor air temperature (TAIR) and operative tempe-
rature (TOP) for thermal zone #: (a) CRF system with radiant area 
equal to the available fl oor area; (b) with $(% radiant area
Figura ) – Temperatura dell’aria interna (TAIR) e temperatura operativa (TOP) per la 
zona termica !: (a) Sistema CRF con area radiante pari alla super" cie del pavimento 
disponibile; (b) area radiante pari al &,% della super" cie del pavimento disponibile
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